
A Brief Introduction to Java Native Interface 
Over the past several years, the Java Programming language has gained considerable popularity from it's 
flexibility, portability, and relative simplisity(compare with other o-o progamming langauages). Due to 
this, many organizations are currently evaluating how to integrating Java efectively to their existing 
software processes. There are quite a lot chances during this process that require to integrate your Java 
codes with your company's legacy codes. Java Native Interface(JNI) is one of the solutions.  

In this article I am trying to provide the reader with the following information in about 10 to 15 minutes 
reading: What is a java native method ? What is JNI? When should we think of to use it?. what kind of 
basic steps are involved to use it? Where can we find in-depth study material when we need to do the job?  

Native methods are functions written in a language other than Java. it could be C, C++, or even assembly. 
These function implementation are compiled into a dynamic link library(on Solaris, called shared 
objects.(.os's) ; on Win32, called dynamic link libraries(dlls)), which the operating system magically loads 
and links into the process that is running the Java Virtual Machine.  

JNI is part of the Java Developer Kit(JDK), It serves as a glue between java side and native side of an 
application. It provide all kinds of functionality for communication from both sides of an application. Also 
JDK provides utility tools to do the mapping (methods ptototype and data type)between the Java side and 
native side. The JNI functions are avalibale through an interface pointer, which is the first parameter of 
every native methods implementation on native side.  

Now we know that Java provide JNI to interagting Java code and native code, but when should we think 
of to use it ? Since JNI add complexity to project development, and also there are other drawbacks.[1] 
[2]We should only use it when we have to. here are some situations, typically people will think of using 
JNI: Whenever some functionality are not provided by java; Whenever people try to use existing legacy 
library and could not afford to rewrite it in java; whenever performance is a big issue; whenever new 
development on an existing legacy application has migaration to other platform in mind. Also we need 
keep in mind that JNI is not the only solution to the java-native integration problem. It is really a case-by-
case situation.[3][4]  

Now let us see what are the basic steps are involved. On Java side the work involved with calling native 
method are pretty simple. first you need declare the native method in one of Java class, then use the 
loadLibrary method of System class to specify the library which comtain the native method 
implementation. The Java class defination could be as following:  

 class sample{ 
 
  static{ 
  
   System.loadLibrary("sampleImp"); 
  } 
  
  public native int sum(int[] a, int[] b); 
  //rest of the class definition 
 } 
Here native is the Java keyward to mark that this method is implemented in a language other than Java. 
The call to this native method sum on Java side is just as the regular method call in Java.  
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Now we finish the work on Java side, let us move to the native side(here use C) to provide the 
implmentation for this native method sum of class Sample. This require us to resolve the native method 
sum's prototype which is used on the native C side. and also we need mapping the Java types(primitives 
and references) to native C types. This will be done for us by using a Java utility program javah . The 
usage of javah is as following: assume that the above class is defined in file sample.java. when you 
compile it with javac, you get sample.class. then on the command line, you type javah sample , this will 
generate a header file called sample.h that defines an ANSI C function prototype for each native method 
declared in sample.java. For our example here, you can find the prototype for native method sum as the 
following:  

    JNIEXPORT jint JNICALL Java_sample_sum(JNIEnv *, jobject, jintArray, jintArray); 
  

Here JNIEXPORT and JNICALL are two platform-dependent #define marcos. also please note that two 
extra arguments are added to the argument list of method sum. The first argument is called interface 
pointer which can be used by native function to access JNI library function. The second argument jobejct 
is a reference to the caller object from Java side. In a sense that you can think of jobject as this keyword in 
Java. These two arguments are added to every native function by javah utility program to function as a 
glue between Java side and native side. Finally you may notice that method name and argument type are 
changed. sum is mapped to Java_sample_sum. "int" is mapped to jint and int[](Java integer type array) is 
mapped to jintArray. The mapping is done by "javah" following the Java Name Mapping Convention .  

The last two things to do are filling in the functionality for Java_sample_sum which you need to write in 
native code and compiling the source file to a shared library. For an experienced native language 
programmer, the only things new are mainly the following three kinds: How to deal with the native type 
such as jintArray ? This will be needed when we process the data passed through argument list. For above 
example we may need get the element value inside of the array of type jintArray. Refer to [5] [6] [7] for 
more information on this topic. The second one is how to get information from Java side ? or we can say 
how to access Java object, it's member variables and methods. Refer to [8] for details about how to access 
Java object member variables. As for accessing Java object methods, Please refer to [9]. After we know 
how to access Java side information and deal with the native type, we can process the information and 
finally we need wrap the information back to native type and pass back to Java side. The JNI library 
provide all knids of function to do this. Most of these kind of function has a prefix "New".[7] Finally for 
building a shared library,[9] the shared library name must be "libsampleImp.so" on Solaris for above 
example. This is very important.  

So the steps involved are the following: (1) Define your java class with one or more native methods. (2) 
compile your Java class (3) run javah on your java class to get the header file (4) use the prototypes in the 
header file to implement your native function (5) compile your native code to create shared library (6) Run 
your programe.  

There are two kind of integrating cases. One is integrating native code to an application running on JVM. 
The other is integrating Java code to a native application running outside of the JVM. For the later case, 
we need to create a JVM so that the native application could be able to load and process Java class. JNI 
provide the ability for a native application to create a JVM. This part of the JNI is called Invocation API , 
Please refer to [10][4][11] for more detail about this topic.  

In this article, I introduced the basic steps involved to use JNI to integrating Java and native code. For 
more advanced topic such as Exception handling, local and global object reference and threading, please 
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refer to the reference books for more details. Also in GeoQuest, Mohammed Rupawalla's group already 
integrated six editors wrriten in Java to GeoFrame application. They have their lesson learned documented 
in [3].  

Java is great, but the fact is that the other native languages have been there for so long. there are enormous 
invaluable native applications. It's not going to be an over night event to see a pure Java world. Java and 
other native languages are going to be coexisting for a long time. I will be more than happy to witness 
what eventually things are going to be. 

 

Java Native Interface 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
The Java Native Interface (JNI) is a programming framework that allows Java code running in the Java 
virtual machine (JVM) to call and be called[1] by native applications (programs specific to a hardware and 
operating system platform) and libraries written in other languages, such as C, C++ and assembly. 

Purpose and features
The JNI is used to write native methods to handle situations when an application cannot be written entirely 
in the Java programming language such as when the standard Java class library does not support the 
platform-specific features or program library. It is also used to modify an existing application, written in 
another programming language, to be accessible to Java applications. Many of the standard library classes 
depend on the JNI to provide functionality to the developer and the user, e.g. I/O file reading and sound 
capabilities. Including performance- and platform-sensitive API implementations in the standard library 
allows all Java applications to access this functionality in a safe and platform-independent manner. Before 
resorting to using the JNI, developers should make sure the functionality is not already provided in the 
standard libraries. 

The JNI framework lets a native method utilize Java objects in the same way that Java code uses these 
objects. A native method can create Java objects and then inspect and use these objects to perform its 
tasks. A native method can also inspect and use objects created by Java application code. 

JNI is sometimes referred to as the "escape valve" for Java developers because it allows them to add 
functionality to their Java Application that the Java API can't provide. It can be used to interface with code 
written in other languages, like C++. It is also used for time-critical calculations or operations like solving 
complicated mathematical equations, since native code can be faster than JVM code. 

Pitfalls
The JNI is not trivial and requires a considerable effort to learn, and some people recommend that only 
advanced programmers should use the JNI. However, the capability for Java to communicate with C++ 
and assembly removes any limitations on what function Java programs can perform. Programmers 
considering using the JNI should be aware that 

1. as mentioned before, the JNI is not an easy API to learn;  
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2. subtle errors in the use of JNI can destabilize the entire JVM in ways that are very difficult to 
reproduce and debug;  

3. only applications and signed applets can invoke the JNI;  
4. an application that relies on JNI loses the platform portability Java offers (a workaround is to write 

a separate implementation of the JNI code for each platform and have Java detect the Operating 
System and load the correct one at runtime);  

5. there is no garbage collection for the JNI side (JNI code must do explicit deallocation);  
6. error checking is a MUST or it has the potential to crash the JNI side and the JVM.  

Java automated garbage collection is quite different from C malloc/free because it can move objects after 
they are allocated. It is thus vital that pointers to Java objects are obtained and locked correctly. C 
programmers often do not understand this which can lead to very obscure and unreproduceable errors. 

JNI needs great caution and is generally avoided by Java developers. For example, most Java JDBC 
databases communicate directly with a socket rather than use existing C side APIs. 

How the JNI works
In JNI, native functions are implemented in separate .c or .cpp files. (C++ provides a slightly cleaner 
interface with JNI.) When the JVM invokes the function, it passes a JNIEnv pointer, a jobject pointer, 
and any Java arguments declared by the Java method. A JNI function may look like this: 

 JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_ClassName_MethodName 
   (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj)
 {
     //Implement Native Method Here
 }

The env pointer is a structure that contains the interface to the JVM. It includes all of the functions 
necessary to interact with the JVM and to work with Java objects. Example JNI functions are converting 
native arrays to/from Java arrays, converting native strings to/from Java strings, instantiating objects, 
throwing exceptions, etc. Basically, anything that Java code can do can be done using JNIEnv, albeit with 
considerably less ease. 

For example, the following converts a Java string to a native string: 

 //C++ code
 JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_ClassName_MethodName 
   (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring javaString)
 {
     //Get the native string from javaString
     const char *nativeString = env->GetStringUTFChars(javaString, 0); 
  
     //Do something with the nativeString
  
     //DON'T FORGET THIS LINE!!!
     env->ReleaseStringUTFChars(javaString, nativeString); 
 }
 //C code
 JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_ClassName_MethodName 
   (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring javaString)
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 {
     //Get the native string from javaString
     const char *nativeString = (*env)->GetStringUTFChars(env, javaString, 0); 
  
     //Do something with the nativeString
  
     //DON'T FORGET THIS LINE!!!
     (*env)->ReleaseStringUTFChars(env, javaString, nativeString); 
 }

Note that C++ JNI code is syntactically slightly cleaner than C JNI code because like Java, C++ uses 
object method invocation semantics. That means that in C, the env parameter is dereferenced using 
(*env)-> and env has to be explicitly passed to JNIEnv methods. In C++, the env parameter is 
dereferenced using env-> and the env parameter is implicitly passed as part of the object method 
invocation semantics. 

Native data types can be mapped to/from Java data types. For compound types such as objects, arrays and 
strings the native code must explicitly convert the data by calling methods in the JNIEnv. 

Mapping types

The following table shows the mapping of types between Java and native code. 

Native Type Java Language Type Description Type signature

unsigned char jboolean unsigned 8 bits Z 

signed char jbyte signed 8 bits B 

unsigned short jchar unsigned 16 bits C 

short jshort signed 16 bits S 

int jint signed 32 bits I 

long long 
__int64 jlong signed 64 bits J 

float jfloat 32 bits F 
double jdouble 64 bits D 
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In addition, the signature "L fully-qualified-class ;" would mean the class uniquely specified by that name; 
e.g., the signature "Ljava/lang/String;" refers to the class java.lang.String. Also, prefixing [ to the 
signature makes the array of that type; for example, [I means the int array type. 

Here, these types are interchangeable. You can use jint where you normally use an int, and vice-versa, 
without any typecasting required. 

However, mapping between Java Strings and arrays to native strings and arrays is different. If you use a 
jstring in where a char * would be, your code could crash the JVM. 

 // !!! Incorrect !!! //
  
 JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_ClassName_MethodName 
   (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring javaString)
 {
     printf("%s", javaString); 
 }
 // Correct //
  
 JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_ClassName_MethodName 
   (JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jstring javaString)
 {
     //Get the native string from javaString
     const char *nativeString = env->GetStringUTFChars(javaString, 0); 
     printf("%s", nativeString); 
     //DON'T FORGET THIS LINE!!!
     env->ReleaseStringUTFChars(javaString, nativeString); 
 }

This is similar with Java arrays, as illustrated in the example below that takes the sum of all the elements 
in an array. 

 // !!! Incorrect !!! //
  
 JNIEXPORT jint JNICALL  
     Java_IntArray_sumArray(JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jintArray arr)
 {
      int i, sum = 0; 
      for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
          sum += arr[i]; 
      }
      return sum; 
 }
 // Correct //
  
 JNIEXPORT jint JNICALL  
     Java_IntArray_sumArray(JNIEnv *env, jobject obj, jintArray arr)
 {
      jint buf[10]; 
      jint i, sum = 0; 
      env->GetIntArrayRegion(arr, 0, 10, buf); 
      for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
          sum += buf[i]; 
      }
      return sum; 
 }
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Of course, there is much more to it than this. Look for links below for more information. 

 JNIEnv*

In each native call JNIEnv argument is only valid during the call. To use the argument outside the call you 
need to use AttachCurrentThread and DetachCurrentThread, like so: 

JNIEnv *env; 
(*g_vm)->AttachCurrentThread (g_vm, (void **) &env, NULL); 
// do stuff 
(*g_vm)->DetachCurrentThread (g_vm); 

 

Advanced uses

 Native AWT painting

Not only can native code interface with Java, it can also draw on a Java Canvas, which is possible with the 
Java AWT Native Interface. The process is almost the same, with just a few changes. The Java AWT 
Native Interface is only available since J2SE 1.3. 

 Access to assembly code

JNI also allows direct access to assembly code, without even going through a C bridge[2]. Accessing Java 
applications from assembly is also possible in the same way[3]. 

Microsoft's RNI
Microsoft's proprietary implementation of a Java Virtual Machine (Visual J++) had a similar mechanism 
for calling native Windows code from Java, called the Raw Native Interface (RNI). However, following 
the Sun - Microsoft litigation about this implementation, Visual J++ is no longer maintained. 
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